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Even in a room, with space and solitude, listening is
easier than reading, and experience shows that the easiest
ways are taken by ninety-nine out of a hundred people.
How many walk- if they can ride J How many would
trouble to use their eyes for reading newspapers if they could
use their ears for hearing a pleasant voice giving them
information* Reading is an exertion ; listening none at all.
The Press millionaires and their " yes-men " contend
that the newspaper habit has too firm a hold to be dis-
lodged* This delusion will crash as soon as it is possible
to listen, between seven and ten in the morning and from
five to seven at night, to the news of the day varied by
music and features* The objection that some listeners
might hear the same news twice can be met by varying
the words in which it is announced.
Radio news, besides being easier to take in, will be of a
sound character. Instead of being doled out to the
B.B.C. from a tap controlled by the newspaper proprietors,
it will be gathered and prepared by a competent staff of
news-men and -women* All items will be presented
impartially* Any comment that is offered will come from
persons whose names are announced* It will be their
own comment; no ghosts " will concoct it and then
go fifty-fifty with the owner of some familiar name.
This practice has become all too common in newspapers.
A reporter or a free-lance journalist writes an article,
the sort of thing a celebrity of the moment might say—
perhaps after a short chat with the celebrity. The
celebrity agrees to sign it and take half the proceeds—
if he or she is greedy, more than half.
Rarely have the celebrities whose opinions the deluded
public thinks it is reading anything whatever of their
own to say. Most of them sign anything that is put
before them; they are glad of the money and they Hke
the advertisement* Thus there occur sometimes comical

